
A Model-Based Transformation Approah for EmbeddedSystems Development⋆Aram Hovsepyan, Didier Delanote, Stefan Van Baelen, Yolande Berbers, Wouter JoosenKatholieke Universiteit Leuven, Departement Computerwetenshappen, Celestijnenlaan 200A, B-3001Leuven, Belgium{Aram.Hovsepyan, Didier.Delanote, Stefan.VanBaelen, Yolande.Berbers,Wouter.Joosen}�s.kuleuven.beAbstrat. We have devised an approah, alled Generi Upsilon Transformations, whihsupports and promotes reusable model transformations. As a proof-of-onept we have de-veloped an ATL-based tool whih realizes the onepts proposed in our framework. Eventhough the main fous of GUT is reusable design patterns, our approah is generi enoughto support model transformations for embedded systems. We have suessfully applied ourapproah on an embedded ase study.1 Model Transformations: State-of-the-artThe development of embedded systems is very di�ult. The Y-hart approah is known as a suitableMDD �ow to ope with the omplexities. It advoates the separate development of software andhardware arhiteture models. The two models are afterwards merged using an alloation modelwhih spei�es the mapping of software to hardware omponents. As a result an alloated model isobtained whih an be further re�ned to a platform spei� model and soure ode. MDD supportsthis proess by providing a tehnology for automati model transformations.In urrent MDD praties transformations are usually implemented as blak-boxes. A typialblak-box onsists of a number of patterns whih should transform a given soure model aordingto those patterns. The blak-box also inludes a mapping/mathing mehanism whih direts thetransformation engine how to apply this pattern on a set of mathed elements. A soure model isannotated with UML stereotypes and tagged values whih are used by the transformation engineto identify a math and map it to a orresponding pattern (�g. 1).This a blak-box approah has a number of disadvantages. Transformations annot be easilyombined beause the ombination of 2 blak-boxes may produe an unpreditable target model.Transformation patterns are tangled and woven in transformation implementation. As a result therelationship between the soure and target models is hidden. Transformations are often writtenin a omplex language whih allows only transformation experts to modify them. Most of theurrent transformation languages support limited or no parameterization. Input models are often�polluted� by stereotypes and tagging information whih is only used by the transformation engine.2 Generi Upsilon Transformations (GUTs)In our approah we try to solve these issues by introduing a oneptual framework for representingmodel transformations as graphial models themselves. We an see eah transformation as theGreek letter upsilon, hene the name of the approah. The left and right branhes of the upsilonontain two soure models (�g. 2). Along with the two soure models we also provide a MappingModel that instruts the model transformation engine how elements from the Soure Model 1 mapon elements from Soure Model 2. Soure Model 1 and 2 are standard UML2 lass models. The
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Figure 1. Traditional transformations Figure 2. Generi Upsilon TransformationMapping Model is a UML lass model using a dediated GUT pro�le that allows to express di�erentmapping strategies. The Mapping Model annot exist on its own, but only ontains links to the twosoure models. In order to realize di�erent mapping strategies, the mapping links are stereotypedand may use tagged values for additional mapping parameterization.The GUT approah an be used in di�erent MDD �ows. It is suitable for embedded systemdevelopment using the Y-hart approah where approah an be used in two senarios.The �rst senario realizes the merging of the software and hardware arhiteture models rep-resented as Soure Model 1 and Soure Model 2 respetively. The Mapping Model spei�es thealloation of software entities to hardware omponents.In the seond senario GUT an be used to realize re�nement transformations on any givenmodel (software, hardware arhiteture, alloated system, et.). We believe that re�nement trans-formations often follow a ertain pattern, e.g., software design, arhitetural, hardware re�nement,et. Hene we represent the model as Soure Model 1 and the pattern as Soure Model 2. TheMapping Model spei�es how the pattern model is applied on the soure model by de�ning allpattern parameters and their bindings.Currently we have applied our approah on a produer-onsumer embedded system ase-studythat was de�ned by CoFluent. We have started from system requirements and modeled softwareand hardware aspets of the system separately. Then we have applied re�nement transformationsto eah of the models. Afterwards we have merged the two models to obtain an alloated systemmodel. Finally we have applied re�nement transformations to the system model and generatedode for the software part.3 GUT ToolThe GUT tool is implemented using the Elipse tehnology. All soure models are provided viathe EMF framework using the Eore implementation of UML. The transformation logi is writtenin several ATL modules. These modules ontain rule setions whih handle eah mapping strategyin our approah. Eah element is modi�ed aording to the mapping it is involved in. Elementsthat are not referened in the Mapping Model are opied to the Target Model. The GUT tool isextensible sine new mapping strategies an easily be added to the GUT pro�le and implementedin an ATL module.4 Future WorkAs a future work we are looking to build libraries of patterns and a methodology to easily inor-porate patterns from these libraries in model transformations.Our approah is very related to the Y-hart framework often used in embedded systemmodeling.We are investigating to what degree GUT an support embedded system development using theY-hart framework. We will validate our approah on a broader embedded system ase-study.


